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To what extent do speakers decompose morphologically complex words, such as *segmentable*, into their morphological constituents? In this article, we argue that spelling errors in English affixes reflect morphological boundary strength and degrees of segmentability. In support of this argument, we present a case study examining the spelling of the suffixes *-able/-ible, -ence/-ance*, and *-ment* in an online resource (Tweets), in forms such as *<availible>, <invisable>, <eloquance>,* and *<bettermint>*. Based on previous research on morphological productivity and boundary strength (Hay, 2002; Hay & Baayen, 2002, 2005), we hypothesized that morphological segmentability should affect the choice between *<able> vs. <ible>, <ance> vs. <ence>,* and *<ment> vs. <-mint>*. An analysis of roughly 23,000 non-standard spellings is consistent with that hypothesis, underscoring the usefulness of spelling variation as a source of evidence for morphological segmentability and for the role of morphological representations in language production and comprehension.
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Pronunciation variation has established itself as a source of evidence on a range of questions in psycholinguistics, including the processing of morphologically complex words (Cohen, 2014; Hay, 2003, 2007; Hay and Baayen, 2005; Kemps, Ernestus, Schreuder, and Baayen, 2005; Plag, 2014; Seyfarth, Garellek, Gillingham, Ackerman, and Malouf, 2017, among many others). For example, Hay (2003, 2007), Plag and Ben Hedia (2018), and Smith, Baker, and Hawkins (2012) found acoustic reduction of affixes correlating with morphological categories. Along similar lines,
Sproat and Fujimura (1993) and Lee-Kim, Davidson, and Hwang (2013) show that the duration and degree of velarization of /l/ at morpheme boundaries in English depends on the strength of the boundary. A smaller literature (e.g. Assink, 1985; Fayol, Largy, & Lemaire, 1994; Largy, 1996; Schmitz, Chamalaun, & Ernestus, 2018) has mined spelling variability for psycholinguistic evidence. In this paper, we argue that misspellings such as <availible> and <invisable> also reflect the presence and strength of morphological boundaries, along with several other lexical properties.

Research on pronunciation variation does not characterize variants as ‘mispronounced’. Therefore, misspellings might seem less analogous to pronunciation variation and more like ‘slips of the pen’, i.e. a written analog to speech errors (see e.g. Cutler, 2011; Dell, 1986). However, a characteristic property of speech errors is that talkers, once they become aware of what they have said, consider themselves to have made an error. By contrast, a spelling like <availible> may well represent what an individual believes to be the correct spelling of a word. As Sandra (2010, p. 425) points out “it might be argued that the incorrect orthographic representations are also stored in the mental lexicon”. Nonstandard spellings may therefore have more in common with pronunciation variants than with speech errors.

Orthographically licensed variation in spelling has already been recognized as reflecting morphological structure, specifically the use of spaces and hyphens in English compounds. Kuperman and Bertram (2013) show that the alternation between concatenated (e.g. <postcard>), hyphenated (<word-play>), and spaced (<trash can>) compounds in English reflects aspects of morphological processing and in turn affects processing during reading (Falkauskas & Kuperman, 2015; Rahmanian & Kuperman, 2019). Specifically, Kuperman and Bertram (2013) argue that variability in compound spelling correlates with differences in morphological boundary strength (Hay & Baayen, 2002, 2005).

Based on the research on compound spelling variability, and the research on keystroke variability in compounds and derived words, we hypothesized that spelling mistakes in English derivational affixes likewise reflect the segmentability of words, i.e. the presence and the strength of morphological boundaries, among other factors.

Following Hay and Baayen (2002, 2005), we consider morphological boundary strength to be a gradient property of morphological boundaries reflecting their salience and the degree of segmentability of complex forms (Hay & Baayen, 2002, 2005). On this view, boundary strength is influenced by multiple parameters such as morphological productivity, semantic transparency, and the relative frequency of base and derived word (Blumenthal-Dramé et al., 2017; Hay & Baayen, 2002; Vannest, Newport, Newman, & Bavelier, 2011). The gradience of morphological boundaries, and the consequences of segmentability for the representation of words and morphemes, are a matter of active debate (Baayen, 2014; Hay & Baayen,
2005). In a recent contribution to that debate, Schmitz et al. (2018) argue that misspellings of Dutch verb forms reflect holistic representations vs. on-the-fly generation of inflectional endings. Effects of morphological boundary strength on spelling behavior thus bear upon key issues in research on lexical processing.

The empirical starting point for our hypothesis about spelling was the observation that pairs of English derivational affixes such as -able and -ible are often confused with one another. For example, at the time of writing, the Wikipedia page listing frequent misspellings in Wikipedia listed 4277 misspellings of 3077 word forms, many of them morphologically complex (Wikipedia, 2017). Of the 3077 word forms in the list, 2876 appear in the English Lexicon Project (ELP, Balota et al., 2007). Of these 2876 forms, 2152 were multimorphemic, according to the ELP. Evidently, morphologically complex words give rise to many spelling errors. Intriguingly, the errors seem to reflect morphological structure, rather than simple letter confusions: For example, the Wikipedia list includes 60 misspellings of words standardly ending in <able> or <ible>. (In what follows, we use italics to represent morphemes, preceded by a hyphen for suffixes (e.g. -ible), and angle brackets to represent strings of letters (e.g. <ible>.) In 25 of these 60 cases, the misspelling differs from the standard spelling only in that <able> is replaced with <ible> or vice versa (e.g. <acceptable>, <capible>, <formidible>, <hospitible>, <inevitible>, <liible>, <unavailible>; and <accessible>, <compatable>, <eligable>, <feasable>, <incorruptable>, <incredible>, <infallable>, <irresistable>, <permissable>, <plausible>, <possable>). These examples suggest that writers appear to exchange <ible> and <able>, rather than spelling these endings in some other way, e.g. as <eble> or <ibble>, even though all of these variants would result in forms with identical or nearly identical pronunciations.

We hypothesized that such orthographic morpheme-exchanges reflected morphological boundary strength: Boundaries before -able tend to be stronger than those before -ible, suggesting that words in -able tend to be more segmentable than words in -ible. (We discuss this point in greater detail below.) We hypothesized that the degree of segmentability should affect spelling behavior. Against the backdrop of that general hypothesis, we evaluated two specific hypotheses leading to overlapping, but different, testable predictions: The first, which we call the 'segmentability' hypothesis, holds that high segmentability promotes correct affixal spelling. Some evidence supporting that hypothesis comes from case studies of individuals with acquired dysgraphia who produced more correct spellings for multimorphemic forms than monomorphemic ones (see Rapp & Fischer-Baum, 2014, for an overview). The second, which we call the 'typicality' hypothesis, holds that typical instances of affixes should be easier to spell than atypical ones. For example, the word washable has several properties typical of words with strong morphological boundaries, making it a typical
instance of a word containing -able: Among other things, washable is semantically transparent and less frequent than its base, wash. By contrast, available and laudable are atypical words with -able, in that they contain weak morphological boundaries: The derived forms are more frequent than their bases (avail- and laud-), and the semantic relationship between the derived forms and the bases is fairly opaque.

The segmentability hypothesis and the typicality hypothesis make identical predictions about the difficulty of washable, laudable and available, though for different reasons. Both predict washable to be an easier spelling target than laudable and available. The segmentability hypothesis predicts this pattern because washable contains the strongest morphological boundary of these three words. The typicality hypothesis predicts the same pattern because the properties of washable match those of its suffix (-able), whereas laudable and available are atypical environments for -able and invite the non-standard spellings <laudible> and <availible>.

The predictions of the two hypotheses diverge in the case of -ible-words with strong boundaries. For example, the word accessible is semantically transparent and is less frequent than its base access (for example based on the SUBTLEXus database, Brysbaert and New, 2009). The segmentability hypothesis predicts accessible to be a relatively easy spelling target – the word is highly segmentable – whereas the typicality hypothesis predicts it to be a difficult spelling target – the word contains an atypical instance of -ible, making <accessible> the expected spelling. More generally, the segmentability hypothesis predicts affixes in highly segmentable words to be easy spelling targets, regardless of the identity of the affix. The predictions of the typicality hypothesis depend on the identity of the affix, more specifically on the match or mismatch between properties of affixes and words.

We tested these hypotheses by examining three pairs of competing spellings, representing three constellations of morphological boundary strength: <able>/<ible>, <ence>/<ance>, and <ment>/<mint>. The suffixes -able/-ible differ in boundary strength, while -ance and -ence do not. The suffix ment tends to form salient boundaries. While <ment> lacks a suffixal twin in standard orthography, it competes with a non-standard affixal spelling <mint>. The pairs -ance/-ence and the singleton -ment thus function as a control condition. If spelling behavior reflects the boundary strength associated with each affix (as opposed to the salience of the boundary in a given word, i.e. a stem+suffix combination), then boundary strength should affect the spelling of -ible/-able, i.e. the suffixes that differ in boundary strength, but not -ence/-ance or -ment, i.e. the suffixes that did not differ in the boundary strength, or the suffix without a competitor.

Our data come from a large unmoderated source of written productions: Tweets, i.e. short messages posted on the internet by means of a messaging
and social networking service, Twitter (Twitter, 2006, http://www.twitter.com). Related research also using Tweets is reported in Schmitz et al. (2018). We analyze the distribution of spelling variants by means of logistic regression models taking into account a range of morphological, orthographic and lexical predictors of spelling errors.

Morphological boundary strength and word segmentability have been found to be reflected in a number of behavioral and distributional phenomena. Accordingly, a range of variables have served as measures of boundary strength. We therefore begin our discussion by summarizing prior research on measures of morphological boundary strength generally and the boundary-relevant properties of our target suffixes in particular. We then turn to other factors besides boundary strength that may affect the spelling of our target words. A general assumption underlying the current study is that one and the same affix may occur in words that are more or less segmentable. In considering the role of boundary strength in spelling behavior, it is important, therefore, to consider the properties of bases and whole word forms, as well as those of affixes. We do so in the opening section of the Results.

Background

Morphological boundary strength

There are at least three types of measures of boundary strength: semantic transparency, base type (a categorical measure), and gradient distributional properties of morphemes and phonological segments. In this study, we concentrate on base type and distributional measures.

Undoubtedly the most widely discussed measure of boundary strength in English is a binary distinction between ‘weak’ boundaries (often represented with a plus sign) and ‘strong’ ones (often represented with a hash mark) (see e.g. Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Dressler, 1985; Kiparsky, 1982; Siegel, 1979). In this categorical scheme, boundaries between bound roots and affixes are held to be ‘weak’, while boundaries at the edges of free bases are held to be ‘strong’. Similarly, English derivational affixes have been analyzed as falling into classes differing in boundary strength, on the basis of phonological (e.g. stress-shifting) and semantic criteria. Also related to this binary distinction is the fact that compounds, as combinations of morphologically free constituents, are held to contain strong internal boundaries.

More recently, Hay (2003); Hay and Baayen (2005) proposed gradient measures of boundary strength. One such measure, sometimes referred to as
‘base-to-derived’ or ‘relative’ frequency, is estimated by calculating the ratio of the frequencies of the base and the whole-word frequency, i.e. the derived form. The higher the ratio of base frequency and whole-word frequency, the stronger the morphological boundary and the more segmentable the word. For instance, *government* is far more frequent than its base *govern* and is therefore less easily segmented than, for example, *enjoyment*, whose base is far more frequent than its base. Two additional gradient lexical properties correlating with boundary strength are semantic transparency and morphological productivity (Hay & Baayen, 2002): More semantically transparent formations such as *shoeless* are argued to contain stronger boundaries than semantically more opaque ones such as *regardless*, and highly productive affixes, such as *-ness*, tend to be associated with stronger boundaries than less productive ones such as *-th*. Finally, boundary strength also manifests itself in affix ordering (Hay & Plag, 2004; Plag & Baayen, 2009; Zirkel, 2010): Weak morphological boundaries tend to occur ‘inside’ of strong boundaries, rather than ‘outside’, a pattern termed ‘complexity-based ordering’ (see Hay and Baayen, 2002 for discussion and illustration).

Morphological boundaries and typing speed

Temporal properties of written language production have already been shown to be affected by the presence and strength of morphological boundaries. Gagné and Spalding (2014); Libben, Weber, and Miwa (2012) and Libben and Weber (2014), for example, investigated typing latencies for English compounds without spaces (e.g. *strawberry*) and found that inter-keystroke intervals were significantly elevated at the boundary between the stems. Similarly, Gagné and Spalding (2016a) found differences in typing speed between monomorphemic words and compounds. Similar results were obtained by Libben, Jarema, Luke, and Bork (2018) for other kinds of complex words in English and French, i.e. stem-stem combinations, as in *xylo-phone*, prefix-stem combinations, as in *im-plant*, and stem-suffix combinations as in *form-ation*). In all conditions apart from French prefix-stem words the letter transition across the morpheme boundary showed longer keystroke intervals than the preceding and following letter transitions. Not only the presence of a morphological boundary, but also its strength has been shown to affect typing behavior: Gagné and Spalding (2014, 2016a, 2016b); Libben and Weber (2014) found that compounds with semantically transparent constituents showed different inter-keystroke intervals compared to those with non-transparent constituents. Testing compound frequency and head frequency in addition to semantic transparency, Sahel, Nottbusch, Grimm, and Weingarten (2008) found that keystroke intervals varied with the strength of the compound-internal boundary. These findings lend general support to the idea that boundary strength can affect written language production.
The variables relating to boundary strength in our statistical models were informed by three measures: a binary distinction between free bases and bound roots, and two gradient measures (relative frequency and bigram probabilities). We describe these measures in detail in our Methods section. The variables are grounded in previous treatments of our target suffixes, to which we turn next, before discussing additional factors that we had reason to believe would affect the spelling of our target words.

Target suffixes

To understand the effects of boundary strength on spelling behavior, we examined three pairs of spellings, each of which appeared to be tricky spelling targets, based on informal observations: <able>/<ible>, <ence>/<ance>, and <ment>/<mint>. While <ment> lacks a suffixal twin in standard orthography, it competes with a non-standard affixal spelling <mint>. We are not aware of any systematic studies of the non-standard spelling <mint>. The segmentability of words with the affixes -able/-ible, -ence/-ance, and -ment, however, has been studied in a fair amount of detail.

able/ible

Many sources treat <ible> and <able> as two orthographic variants or two allomorphs of one and the same suffix (see e.g. Plag, 2003, 95). Bauer, Lieber, and Plag (2013, 307) explicitly label the two items ‘allomorphs’, on the grounds that they do not appear to differ in meaning. And yet, previous research also provides evidence for differences between -ible and -able, summarized in Table 1, which is partly based on Table 14.1 in Bauer et al. (2013, 290ff.). It will be observed that -able tends to be associated with stronger morphological boundaries than -ible, in that (1) it attaches to a wider range of bases than -ible, (2) is considered highly productive, and (3) does not typically induce stress shifts or other morphophonological alternations in the bases it combines with (with few exceptions, such as admirable).

Table 1. Characteristics of -able and -ible, based on Adams (2001); Bauer et al. (2013); Marchand (1969)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>-able</th>
<th>-ible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base category</td>
<td>verbs, phrasal verbs, nouns, bound roots, compounds</td>
<td>(non-phrasal) verbs, bound roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratum of bases</td>
<td>native, non-native</td>
<td>non-native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress shifting</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base allomorphy</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>frequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-ance/-ence

Like -able and -ible, -ance and -ence are treated as allomorphs of one and the same affix by Bauer et al. (2013, Section 10.2.1), on the grounds that we find the same semantics for a whole set of phonologically related formatives: -ance, -ence, -ce, -cy. As Bauer et al. point out, -ance, -ence, -ce, -cy have several puzzling properties, two of which may give rise to spelling uncertainty. First, almost every derivative in -ance or -ence has a corresponding adjectival derivative ending in -ant or -ent, justifying two morpheme-based parses: Xent + ce or X + ence and thus making the location of the boundary unclear. Second, the distribution of the <a> vs. the <e> is not easily predictable from the base, which might further increase the chances of misspelling. Bauer et al. (2013) also mention several facts suggesting that -ance may be associated with slightly stronger boundaries than -ence: There are a few cases of -ance attaching to non-latinate bases (believance, coming-outtance), but none for -ence, suggesting a wider range of bases for -ance compared to -ence. There also appear to be more word types with -ance than with -ence. In all other respects, the two endings appear to behave similarly.

-ment

The suffix -ment derives event nominalizations with a wide range of possible readings, depending on the base and the context (see e.g. Kawaletz & Plag, 2015). -ment is most often found with verbal bases, though other bases are also found. Many words with -ment contain bound roots, but many others contain free bases. The suffix was highly productive in the 19th century, and it is still moderately productive today. Given its productivity, and given that -ment is the only consonant-initial suffix in the current study, a property associated with perceptually salient boundaries (Hay, 2003), we expect it to be associated with strong morphological boundaries, compared to the other target suffixes.

Other factors likely to affect spelling difficulty

Among other factors likely to affect spelling behavior, perhaps the most prominent one is lexical frequency. Other things being equal, one might expect highly frequent (and therefore familiar) words to be easier to spell than rare ones (see e.g. Assink, 1985; Fayol et al., 1994; Largy, 1996, for discussion). On the other hand, high usage frequency also entails frequent opportunities for misspelling a word, and for finding it in a corpus. We return to this point in the description of our data and sampling methods.

We also considered the segmentability of the base. We suspected that morphological complexity of bases might affect word segmentability and hence spelling
behavior: Words in which our target suffixes follow morphologically complex material (e.g. *indescribable, uncombable* or *imperturbable*) may themselves be more readily segmented than words with morphologically simple bases. Although we are not aware of studies testing this intuition directly, we reasoned that salient boundaries within (complex) bases might promote segmentability of the form as a whole we therefore included the presence of a boundary within bases as a predictor in our model. We return to this issue in the General Discussion.

Base segmentability may also shape the behavior of another variable that has been extensively studied in research on lexical processing, which is word length. The expected effects of word length in letters on suffix spelling may not be obvious: Although long words offer more opportunities for error, that fact need not result in greater numbers of errors on a particular letter in an affix, such as the <a> or <i> in <able> or <ible>. Long words need not be difficult to spell, especially if they saliently contain components that are relatively easy spelling targets. Indeed, long words are more likely to be morphologically complex than short ones. If it is indeed the case, as we hypothesized, that high segmentability promotes correct spelling, then word length might be positively associated with spelling accuracy.

We are aware that word length (in letters) has been found to be negatively associated with accuracy, both in individuals with disgraphia (Caramazza, Miceli, Villa, and Romani, 1987) and in healthy individuals (Bloomer, 1956; Cahen, Craun, and Johnson, 1971; Carlisle, 1988; Spencer, 2007). However, as noted in Spencer (2007), among others, apparent effects of word length may reflect other factors, such as the number of letters per grapheme, as well as lexical frequency.

Several additional visual and phonological factors may affect spelling behavior. For example, misspellings resulting in the letter sequence <ii>, such as *amiible* or *remediible* 'look wrong', presumably partly because the sequence <ii> is extremely rare in English (although it does occur, e.g. in the spelling <Hawaii>, i.e. <Hawai’i> without the okina). In our analyses, we take effects of the rarity of specific letter combinations into account by considering bigram probabilities.

Another fact related to specific letter combinations that may well affect spelling concerns pronunciation. In most of our target pairs pronunciation offers little help in deciding between the two spellings: For example, <available> and <availible> are both plausible spellings of [əveɪləbl]. However, in one class of target words, pronunciation does provide strong spelling clues: The pronunciation of <g> and <c> after [i] vs. [a] may make misspellings like <allocible> for allocable or <legable> for legible far easier to avoid and detect than forms like invisable. Therefore, we expect such misspellings to be relatively rare. We return to this issue in the description of our variables and in the discussion of the results.
Methods

Target words

The target words for the analysis were all words ending in <able>, <ible>, <ance>, <ence>, and <ment> in the CELEX lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), with the following exceptions:

*Doublet Pairs.* Doublet pairs such as *discernable/discernible, indispensable/indispensable, collectable/collection*, where both spellings were listed in the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007).

*Pseudoaffixes.* Words ending in the strings <ance>, <ence>, <ment>, <able>, and <ible> where these endings represented stems, such as *(un)able, dement* or parts of stems, such as *freelance, bible, table, foible, advance, askance.*

*Pseudobases.* Words like *cement*, whose base is not attested in other words in CELEX (in transparently related meanings). Such items warrant future investigation, particularly as informal web searches revealed that spellings such as *cemint* are indeed attested.

*Hyphens and whitespaces.* Items containing hyphens or white spaces, such as *enfant terrible.*

We excluded words like *crucible* and *thurible*, in which <ible> is historically derived from Latin -(i)bulum rather than -a/ibilis. We considered excluding words in which the target endings optionally bore main stress, e.g. category-ambiguous words like *torment* and certain unambiguous forms, such as *refinance* and *dalliance*. In the case of *dalliance*, some speakers not only stress the final syllable in the words, but also nasalize the vowel in the final syllable. We decided to include this word on the grounds that (unlike *thurible* or *crucible*) it contains the target suffix -ance. Our list of spelling variants initially included the form <ambiance>, which we later identified as an officially recognized orthographic doublet. The pair <ambience, ambiance> was therefore also excluded.

Data collection

The data were collected using the searchTwitter function in the twitteR library (Gentry, 2015) in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) in five separate data collection sessions between December 2016 and October 2017. The searchTwitter function returns tweets posted during the previous seven days (Gentry, 2015). Each target spelling was included in two data collection sessions. At the time when these searches were carried out, the number of hits for a given target in a given session was capped at 2000. The data collection sessions were spaced several months apart. Our analyses are based on the total number of hits, i.e. the sum of
the number of hits in the two sessions for each target. The search targets were the misspelled versions (‘spelling variants’) of our target words, which were created by changing <able>, <ible>, <ance>, <ence>, and <ment> in the standard spelling to <ible>, <able>, <ence>, <ance>, and <mint>, respectively. The resulting corpus consisted of 22857 tweets. The counts of word types and misspelled tokens for each target suffix are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Number of distinct word types and total count of misspelled tokens for each of five target suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Misspelled tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-able</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ance</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ence</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ible</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>10022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ment</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>1159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical modeling strategies

We used binary logistic regression to fit two sets of models. In one set, the outcome variable coded whether a given spelling variant (e.g. <edable>) was attested at all in our corpus. In the second set, we set a higher threshold, with the outcome variable indicating whether a given spelling variant was attested at least six times. As Table 3 shows, the proportion of variant word types attested at least six times ranged from 0.09 for -ment to 0.51 for -ence, -ance. While the higher threshold reduces the size of the data set, it also potentially reduces the amount of noise and the possibility of overestimating the occurrences of mispellings. A similar strategy, of using binary logistic regression models with varying thresholds for modeling the probability of spelling errors was implemented in Bar-On and Kuperman (2019). An alternative strategy would have been to include both correct and incorrect spellings in our corpus, and then to use a variable coding whether a form was spelled correctly as the outcome variable. That strategy was inadvisable here, due to the fact that, as already mentioned, the number of hits per session was capped at the time the corpus was put together. This cap would have inevitably led to a distorted picture of the relative frequency of correct and incorrect spellings, particularly in the case of high-frequency words: Most of the target words would have produced exactly 2000 hits – and any word whose spelling variant was also attested 2000 times would have come to look as though it was misspelled 50% of the time.

We used backwards elimination, i.e. initially including the full set of predictors and subsequently eliminating non-significant predictors, beginning with
Table 3. Number and proportion of misspellings found at least once or 6 times for each of five target suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n &gt; 0</th>
<th>n &gt; 5</th>
<th>Prop above 0</th>
<th>Prop above 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ible, -able</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ment</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ence, -ance</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

non-significant interactions. Model improvement was determined based on change in the AIC. The order of removal of non-significant effects was based on the degree to which a given effect was established in previous literature, with well-established effects being retained longer than effects for which, to our knowledge, little or no previous empirical support was available. All continuous variables were centered and log-transformed. Separate models were fitted for each (pair of) target suffixes. For each pair, we report the model using the outcome variable coding whether a given spelling variant (e.g. <edable>) was attested at all in our corpus. Where the results differed for the models using the more stringent threshold, i.e. modeling whether a given spelling variant was attested at least six times, we note that fact.

In order to test the predictions of the 'typicality hypothesis' introduced above, we included the interactions of Suffix with each of the other variables, except in cases where too few target words were available for a given combination of Suffix with the factor in question (for factorial variables), or where target words for a given suffix were too sparsely distributed (in the case of continuous variables). We also included interactions of Target frequency with the variables intended to capture segmentability effects in our initial models, to explore the effects of the segmentability variables at different frequency bands.

We considered alternative outcome measures, such as the ratio of the frequency of the spelling variants and the standard spellings, or the entropy when selecting one of the available variants given their probability distribution (see, for example, Bar-On and Kuperman (2019) for discussion). However, for our data set we were not able to compute these measures meaningfully because, as mentioned before, at the time when data collection was performed, the searchTweeter capped the frequency counts for each target at 2000. This constraint would have resulted in identical frequency counts (of 2000) for many of our target words, including words that clearly differ in frequency, based on SUBTLX or CELEX. None of the spelling variants occurred frequently enough for the cap to be a problem.

As an alternative to logistic regression we also explored models of count data (negative binomial regression and hurdle regression), but the distribution of the counts of misspellings violated the pertinent model assumptions. We therefore used logistic regression with two different thresholds, as described above.
Descriptions of variables

Our aim was to take into account factors known to affect the processing of derivationally complex words, including morphological complexity and boundary strength, base segmentability, lexical frequency, and word length. In addition, we wished to take into account visual factors. In exploratory analyses, we determined a set of variables indexing these factors:

**Base type**
A binary factor distinguishing two types of morphological bases: Roots (e.g. applic-able) vs. word (e.g. govern-able).

**Base complexity**
A binary factor distinguishing words with morphologically simple bases (e.g. washable) vs. words in which the material preceding the target suffix contains internal morphological boundaries, such as complex bases (e.g. act-ionable, ex-changeable), prefixes before the morphological base the target suffix combines with (e.g. non-flammable), and morphologically ambiguous forms (e.g. re-solvable). The term 'base' is used somewhat loosely here, to refer to the string preceding the target suffix; we do not intend any claim as to the morphological base of the word or the combinatorial properties of the suffix.

**Length**
The target word’s length in letters.

**Target bigram**
The transitional probability of the initial letter of the target, given the base-final letter (i.e. the forward bigram probability). We estimated this probability based on the number of distinct words the bigram occurs in (termed the 'non-positional versatility') as reported in Solso and Juel (1980, 298). The Target bigram variable represents the number of word types in which a given base-final letter is followed by a given suffix-initial letter, divided by the total number of word types with a given base-final letter.

**Variant bigram**
The transitional probability of the initial letter of the spelling variant (e.g. <available>), given the final letter of the base, estimated in the same way as for the Target bigram variable. The intuition behind this variable is that spelling variants 'look odd' to varying degrees: For example, consecutive tokens of <i> (as in <insatiible>) seem highly noticeable because of the rarity of <ii> in correct
spellings of English words (as mentioned above). More generally, low-probability letter sequences may make misspellings easier to spot and hence more likely to be corrected. We discuss this variable further in the Discussion below.

**Target frequency**

As estimates of the frequency of the target word, we used the lemma frequencies in the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA, Davies, 2013).

**Base frequency**

As a gradient measure of boundary strength, we used the frequency of the orthographic base to which the target suffix is attached. The orthographic base was the letter string preceding the target suffix, i.e. the word minus the suffix (e.g. <avail>, <comprehens>). Higher values of this measure indicate greater segmentability.

Our measure of base frequency calls for further explanation. Measures of base frequency, and relative (base-to-derived) were originally developed in investigations of words containing free bases, i.e. forms that have lexical frequencies of their own. Estimating the frequency of bound roots raises methodological difficulties, as bound roots by definition do not occur independently. Two main strategies have been employed to circumvent this problem. Some studies have excluded words with bound roots from consideration altogether (e.g. Hay, 2001), others have assigned bound roots a frequency of zero and added a small constant to all frequencies, to enable logarithmic transformations of items with a raw frequency of zero (e.g. Baayen, Feldman, and Schreuder, 2006, 294). However, this solution is somewhat unsatisfactory, in that many bound roots appear in multiple words, whose frequency may well affect the target word’s decomposability.

For the current study, we developed a string-based measure of base frequency usable for bound roots and free bases equally. The string-based base frequency is the cumulative frequency of all words containing the sequence of letters formed by removing the target suffix from a target word, e.g. in the case of possible or readable the frequency of all words beginning with <poss> or <read>, respectively. The resulting estimates of base frequency are by necessity noisy, due to accidental overlap in letter strings. For example, the base frequency of possible includes the frequency of possum by this metric. We accept the noisiness of the string-based measure of relative frequency, considering it an empirical issue whether it would converge with other variables targeting boundary strength. To see whether this was the case, we checked the relationship between base frequency and base type: If the measure succeeded in recovering effects of boundary strength, then estimated base frequencies should be higher for bases that are words (e.g. read) than for bases that are bound roots (e.g. poss-), other things being equal. That expectation was partially supported: For the words with -ible, -able, base frequency was signifi-
siantly higher for free bases than bound roots ($W = 44218, p < .0001$). For words with -ment, however, base frequencies of words with free bases vs. bound roots did not differ significantly. We did not perform a similar check for the words with -ance and -ence because free bases were almost entirely absent from that set.

We entered Base frequency and Target frequency as separate predictors in our models, instead of a variable coding the relative (base-to-derive) frequencies. One reason for this decision was that we did not expect an additional effect of relative frequency on top of base frequency and target frequency (Plag & Baayen, 2009). A second reason is that relative frequency is computed as the quotient of base frequency and whole-word frequency and is therefore not independent of either, which renders using relative frequency together with base frequency or word frequency (or both) in one regression model problematic. A third reason is conceptual: Whereas we were interested in Base frequency as a measure of boundary strength, we expected that Target frequency would play a role not only because of its relationship to boundary strength, but also because of its role in determining sample size: Misspellings of words with high frequency are ipso facto more likely to be attested in our sample, regardless of boundary strength or any other morphological property. We therefore wished to treat Base frequency and Target frequency as two separate variables in our models, so as to examine the sampling effect and any effects of morphological boundary strength separately.

## Results

### Properties of the target suffixes and target words

We selected the affixes discussed here in the expectation that -ible vs. -able differed in boundary strength, that -ence vs. -ance did not, and that -ment was associated with fairly strong boundaries. We therefore begin our analyses by determining whether that expectation was borne out in our sample.

With respect to the distribution of base types, i.e. words whose bases are roots vs. free bases, our target suffixes patterned as expected, as shown in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Word types</th>
<th>Bound roots</th>
<th>Complex bases</th>
<th>Misspelled tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-able</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ible</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ance</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ence</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ment</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bound roots account for only about one fifth (111 out of 500) of the words with -able, but about one half (46 out of 96) of the words with -ible, in line with the expectation that -able words should be more likely to contain strong boundaries than -ible words. Also in line with our expectations, -ance and -ence did not differ with respect to base type: both attach almost exclusively to bound roots. Finally, only one seventh (44 out of 254) of the words -ment contained bound roots, confirming that this suffix tends to be associated with strong morphological boundaries.

We also compared the relative (i.e. base-to-derived) frequencies associated with these suffixes: If our string-based measure of base frequency is valid, one would expect the relative (i.e. base-to-derived) frequency for -able to be higher than for -ible. That was indeed the case ($t(140) = 2.928, p = 0.002$), adding support to the assumption that -able was indeed associated with stronger morphological boundaries than -ible. The suffixes -ance and ence, on the other hand, did not differ in base-to-derived frequency ($t(66.04) = -0.316, p = .624$), consistent with our assumption.

Descriptive statistics for the continuous variables in our models are shown in Table 5. Tables 6 through 8 show the pairwise (Spearman) correlations among the numeric variables in our models.

**Table 5.** Median values of numerical properties of target words by suffix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Target frequency</th>
<th>Base frequency</th>
<th>Target bigram</th>
<th>Variant bigram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-able</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ance</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ence</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ible</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ment</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** Pairwise (Spearman) correlations of gradient variables for -ible/-able

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Target frequency</th>
<th>Base frequency</th>
<th>Variant bigram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target frequency</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base frequency</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant bigram</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.** Pairwise (Spearman) correlations of gradient variables for -ence/-ance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Target frequency</th>
<th>Base frequency</th>
<th>Variant bigram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target frequency</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base frequency</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant bigram</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. Pairwise (Spearman) correlations of gradient variables for -ment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Target frequency</th>
<th>Base frequency</th>
<th>Variant bigram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−.19</td>
<td>−.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target frequency</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>−.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base frequency</td>
<td>−.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant bigram</td>
<td>−.03</td>
<td>−.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modeling results

-ible/-able

The model for -able/-ible after stepwise elimination of non-significant predictors is summarized in Table 9. There was a significant effect of Suffix, reflecting the fact that words with -ible were more liable to be misspelled than words with -able ($\beta = 3.892, p < .0001$). There was also a significant effect of Base complexity, indicating that words with complex bases were less likely to be misspelled ($\beta = 0.003, p < .0001$). The effect of Variant bigram indicates that misspellings were increasingly likely to be found with increasing probability of the bigram at the suffix boundary ($\beta = 11.133, p < .0001$). Increasing target word frequency was associated with greater likelihood of the spelling variant being attested ($\beta = 0.664, p < .0001$), and so was increasing base frequency ($\beta = −0.151, p = 0.0017$). Finally, there was a significant interaction of Base frequency with Target frequency ($\beta = 0.081, p = 0.0013$). None of the interactions of Suffix with any other variable reached significance.

Table 9. Logistic regression model of -ible/-able misspellings

|               | Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|---------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)   | −1.5371  | 0.1834     | −8.38   | .0000    |
| Suffix        | 3.8922   | 0.3906     | 9.96    | .0000    |
| Base complexity | −0.7497 | 0.2528     | −2.97   | .0030    |
| Variant bigram | 11.1330 | 1.8481     | 6.02    | .0000    |
| Target frequency | 0.6640  | 0.0758     | 8.76    | .0000    |
| Base frequency | −0.1514  | 0.0483     | −3.13   | .0017    |
| Target frequency:Base frequency | 0.0812  | 0.0253     | 3.21    | .0013    |

There were 111 word types with -ible/-able with at least 6 spelling variants in our sample. The pattern of results in the model using that higher threshold as the outcome variable (summarized in Table 10) was similar to the previous model, with two differences: First, in the model with the higher threshold, there was a marginally significant interaction of Suffix with Base frequency, indicating that words with -ible were less likely to be misspelled with increasing base frequency. Secondly, the interaction of Base frequency with Target frequency was marginally
significant ($\beta=0.054, \ p=0.0643$), and the simple effect of Base frequency was non-significant.

Table 10. Logistic regression model of -ible/-able misspellings attested 6 times or more

|                     | Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|---------------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)         | -2.6852  | 0.2563     | -10.48  | .0000    |
| Suffix              | 3.7902   | 0.4077     | 9.30    | .0000    |
| Base complexity     | -0.8909  | 0.3058     | -2.91   | .0036    |
| Variant bigram      | 11.7904  | 2.5304     | 4.66    | .0000    |
| Target frequency    | 0.5770   | 0.0809     | 7.13    | .0000    |
| Base frequency      | 0.0115   | 0.0729     | 0.16    | .8747    |
| Target frequency:Base frequency | 0.0539 | 0.0291 | 1.85 | .0643 |
| Suffix:Base frequency| -0.2248 | 0.1189 | -1.89 | .0588 |

The interaction of Base frequency with Target frequency is plotted in Figure 1, which shows predictions and confidence bands of Base frequency for ten percentile ranges of Target frequency. The effect of Base frequency (plotted along the x-axis) and the outcome variable (i.e. presence of at least one misspelling) varied across frequency bands: For target words of low to medium frequency, increasing base frequency was associated with fewer errors, consistent with the idea that higher segmentability was associated with fewer misspellings. The effect of Base frequency was attenuated with increasing Target frequency and was reversed in the two highest percentile ranges of Target frequency, in which increasing Base frequency was associated with greater numbers of misspellings.

Figure 1. The interaction of Base frequency and Target frequency: Effect of Base frequency on <ible>/<able> variation for ten quantiles of target frequency
Finally, as a test of the validity of Base frequency, we compared the behavior of this variable to that of a traditional estimate of base frequency in models of the subset of target words with free bases. Recall that traditional estimates only apply to free bases, not to bound roots. If the two variables tap into the same underlying property, they should have similar effects when applied to words with free bases. This was the case. We interpret this as an indication that our string-based measure of base frequency taps into the same underlying property as traditional measures applicable only to free bases.

-ance/-ence

The set of words with -ance/-ence included very few words with complex bases (only 7 for the suffix -ence), so we refrained from entering Base complexity in the model. Including Length also turned out to be problematic because of the presence of five very long words (of 13 or more letters). In a preliminary model, there was a significant effect of Length, which disappeared after exclusion of the outliers. Here, we document the models without Length as a predictor, but including the five long words.

Table 11. Logistic regression model of -ence/-ance misspellings

|                     | Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|---------------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)         | 1.76     | 0.334      | 5.26    | .000     |
| Variant bigram      | 12.020   | 5.250      | 2.29    | .022     |
| Target frequency    | 0.69     | 0.157      | 4.40    | .000     |

The model for -ance/-ence, after backward elimination, is summarized in Table 11. As was the case for -able/-ible, there was a significant effect of Variant bigram ($\beta=12.02\), $p=0.022$), indicating that misspellings were increasingly likely to be found with increasing probability of the bigram straddling the suffix boundary. There was also a significant effect of Target frequency ($\beta=0.69\), $p<.0001$), indicating that misspellings were increasingly likely to be found with increasing target word frequency. Suffix (-ance vs.-ence) did not yield a significant main effect, nor did it participate in any significant interactions. In the model using the higher threshold, i.e. modeling the probability of a spelling variant being found more than five times, Target frequency was the only significant predictor; as in all other models, increasing target frequency was associated with an increasing probability of variants being attested the required number of times.
-ment

The model for -ment is summarized in Table 12. After backwards elimination, there was a significant effect of Target frequency ($\beta = 0.646$, $p < 0.0001$), indicating that variants were more likely to be attested with increasing target word frequency. There was also a marginally significant effect of Base type ($\beta = -0.761$, $p = 0.064$), suggesting that target words with free bases were less likely to be misspelled. However, the effect of Base type was non-significant in the model using the higher threshold (not shown here), where only the effect of Target frequency was significant ($\beta = 0.462$, $p < 0.001$). At neither threshold was there an effect of Variant bigram or Base frequency or an interaction of Target frequency with Base frequency.

Table 12. Logistic regression model of -ment misspellings

|                | Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|----------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)    | -0.95    | 0.367      | -2.59   | .010     |
| Base type      | -0.76    | 0.411      | -1.85   | .064     |
| Target frequency | 0.65    | 0.101      | 6.39    | .000     |

Summary of results

The pattern of results is summarized in Table 13. For all three pairs we considered, higher lexical frequency of the target word was associated with an increased probability of the spelling variant being attested, as one would expect for any form: The more frequently an item occurs, the more likely it is to be attested in any given corpus.

Table 13. Summary of results (threshold > 1). ‘yes’ represents a significant effect ($p < 0.05$, or smaller), ‘(yes)’ represents a marginally significant effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of effect</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>-able/-ible</th>
<th>-ance/-ence</th>
<th>-ment/-mint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>morphology</td>
<td>Suffix</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base type</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>(yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base complexity</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base frequency</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampling</td>
<td>Target frequency</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthography</td>
<td>Variant bigram</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effects of the other predictors differed for the three pairs we considered. For the pairs -able, -ible and -ance, -ence, i.e. the suffixes in which target and variant differed in the initial segment, there was a positive effect of Variant bigram, such that the higher the variant bigram probability, the higher the probability of the
spelling variant being attested. No other variables besides Target frequency and Variant bigram were significant for -ence/-ance. In particular, there was no significant effect of Suffix, meaning that -ence vs. -ance appeared to be about equally likely to be misspelled. Spelling variants for -ible/-able were less likely to be attested for words with complex bases and higher base frequency. There was an interaction of Base frequency and Target frequency, such that increasing Base frequency was associated with decreasing probability of misspelling for words up to about the 80th percentile for Target frequency. For targets with high lexical frequency, there was no effect of Base frequency. The suffixes -ible and -able differed from one another in that misspellings were more likely to be attested for -ible compared to -able, even after controlling for lexical frequency. There were no significant interactions with Suffix, meaning that the effects of the predictors did not appear to differ for -ible vs. -able.

For -ment, Target frequency was the only variable that was predictive of whether the spelling variant with <mint> would be attested at least six times. When the outcome variable reflected whether a <mint>-variant was attested at all, there was a marginally significant effect of Base type, i.e. of whether the word contained a bound root vs. a free base, with free bases being associated with a lower incidence of <mint>-variants.

**Discussion**

We explored predictors of misspellings such as <comprehensable>, and <avoidence>, in which the standard spelling of a target suffix is replaced by that of a similar-sounding suffix. Our general hypothesis was that these spelling variants would show systematic patterns, rather than occurring at random, and that they would reflect morphological boundary strength, among other factors. To explore that hypothesis, we examined spelling errors in one pair of suffixes differing in boundary strength, -ible /able, and one pair of roughly equal boundary strength, -ance/-ence. We also included the spelling <mint> of the suffix -ment (as in <statemint>) in our analysis, to ask whether occurrences of <mint> likewise reflected boundary strength. We evaluated two specific hypotheses, which we termed ‘segmentability’ and ‘typicality’, about the potential role of morphological boundary strength in spelling variation. In order to be able to include words with bound roots in the scope of our investigation, we developed a new, string-based, measure of base frequency. We validated the measure by comparing its behavior for words with free bases to more conventional estimates. There were several clear patterns, indicating that these spellings indeed did not occur randomly, as well as
some evidence consistent with the hypothesis that they reflected morphological boundary strength, among other factors.

Crucial to evaluating our hypothesis were the presence of an interaction between Target Frequency and Base Frequency for -ible /able, and the absence of such an interaction for -ance/-ence, which are not thought to differ in boundary strength, and -ment, which lacks a competitor in standard spelling. That interaction is only one of several variables one might wish to consider in an investigation of morphological boundary strength. We refrained from attempting to include additional variables reflecting boundary strength: Such additional variables can be expect to correlate with the base-to-derived frequency, precisely to the extent that they all correlate with – or reflect, or themselves determine – morphological boundary strength.

Importantly, the overall pattern of (morphological and other) effects does not appear to be the result of an across-the-board, 'morphology-blind' default to the most frequent spelling in case of uncertainty. In the case of -able / -ible, defaulting to <able> would be a reasonable strategy, as word types with -able far outnumber word types with -ible. Consistent with the 'reasonable default' strategy, -ible was more likely to be spelled <able> than the other way around when lexical frequency was controlled. However, no such default strategy seemed to be at work in the case of -ance / -ence: Even though there were twice as many word types with -ence as with -ance in our data set, words with -ance were no more likely to be misspelled than those with -ence when lexical frequency was controlled. As for -ment, there are of course words ending in <mint> in standard orthography (e.g. <mint>, <spearmint>, and <varmint> (as a regional variant of <vermin>), but <mint> in these words does not represent the suffix -ment. Therefore, defaulting to <ment> offers a perfectly safe strategy – provided writers recognize the ending in question as representing a suffix at all. The pattern we observed with -ment is consistent with <ment> being a default spelling – but in a manner that reflects the recognition of morphological structure. Taken together, our models suggest that writers do not simply default to whichever ending they have encountered more commonly.

Interestingly, spellings like <spearmint> and <pepperment> are by no means rare in print, judging by an informal search on Google Books (https://books.google.com/). Such spellings may reflect a kind of 'folk morphology', with speakers treating spearmint as though it contained a suffix. Conversely, forms like <governmint, adjournmint, ailmint>, and <settlemint> might reflect a 'folk suffix' -mint competing with the suffix spelled <ment> in standard orthography. On that reading, -mint might be considered a 'weak boundary counterpart' of -ment, analogous to the relationship between -ible and -able. In any case, the case of -ment
strongly suggests that suffixal spellings are not due to a simple surface default strategy, but reflect morphological structure.

Typicality vs. Segmentability

The modeling results allow us to evaluate two specific hypotheses about the role of morphological boundaries in spelling variation. On the first, the Typicality hypothesis, spelling variants should be more likely whenever the variant is expected, given the properties of the target word and suffix. For example, Typicality would favor spellings like <available> and <suggestable>: The word available is more frequent than its base, which is typical for words with -ible, and suggestible is less frequent than its base, which is typical for words with -able. The standard spellings <available> and <suggestible> are therefore somewhat unexpected. On the Typicality hypothesis, one would expect that words with free bases should be less likely to be misspelled if the standard spelling is <able> vs. <ible>, but more likely to be misspelled if the standard spelling is <ible>. More generally, one would expect interactions of Suffix with other predictors in our model of -ible/-able. That was not the case, meaning that there was no support for the Typicality hypothesis in our models.

On the Segmentability hypothesis, on the other hand, there should be fewer misspellings with increasing strength of morphological boundaries, regardless of the target suffix. There was partial support for this hypothesis: Higher Base frequency and Base type (free as against bound roots) were associated with decreased probability of attested spelling variants for -ible/-able and -ment, respectively. In the case of -ance/-ence, we did not observe effects of Base frequency or Base type. The fact that the dataset for -ance/-ence was smaller than for -ible/-able, may explain the absence of significant effects, but there are also several other complicating factors.

Before considering these additional factors more closely, we note that the Segmentability hypothesis is consistent with evidence from several strands of previous research: For example, the ability to identify derivational morphemes is associated with better spelling performance in children (see e.g. Carlisle, 1988; Singson, Mahony, & Mann, 2000), as well as high school and college-age students (Mahony, 1994). In addition, complex words have sometimes been found to be better preserved than morphologically simple ones in individuals with neuropsychological impairments (Rapp & Fischer-Baum, 2014). Badecker, Hillis, and Caramazza (1990), for example, describe the case of an individual with disgraphia who was more successful at producing word-final letters immediately preceded by a morpheme boundary than those not immediately preceded by a morpheme boundary. These observations suggest that, sometimes, morphologically complex
words have a processing advantage over morphologically simple ones. That processing advantage may in turn help explain the ‘spelling advantage’ of complex words, i.e. the segmentability effect.

On the other hand, there is also evidence that the presence of morpheme boundaries may make spelling errors more, not less, likely in some cases: In a study of a frequent spelling error in Hebrew, involving the insertion of a character representing a vowel in certain types of nouns, Bar-On and Kuperman (2019) found the locus of the insertion to be sensitive to morphological structure. Among other patterns, Bar-On and Kuperman (2019) found insertions to have a strong tendency to occur immediately preceding a suffix. While this result, like the previous ones, shows that morphology influences spelling variation, the presence of a morphological boundary in the Hebrew case was associated with an increased chance of error, unlike what we saw in the present study. It is difficult to know whether this difference is due to the non-concatenative nature of Hebrew morphology, different phoneme-grapheme mapping for vowels vs. consonants, or some other difference either in the structure of Hebrew vs. German and English, or in the tasks and methods employed.

Our results might also appear to run counter to another published finding. Schmitz et al. (2018, p.111) report that there were “fewer errors for more frequent word forms” in a corpus of 17,432 tweets containing 1,185 misspelled forms. However, the frequency in question, according to the discussion of the regression models in Schmitz et al. (2018), pertains to the relative frequency of two homophonous forms, not of the absolute frequency of either form.

The observed direction of the effects of segmentability on spelling is far from inevitable, even in a language like English. We also considered the alternative possibility that high segmentability should be associated with increased spelling difficulty, due to a paradigmatic consequence of segmentability: Recognizing the morpheme boundary in a word like available makes that word both easier and more difficult to spell. It makes it easier in that it privileges two options (<available> and <available>) from the much larger set of possibilities that includes <available>, <avaiable>, and <avaiilbe>. On the other hand, writers must now make a choice between <able> and <ible>, both of which represent common affixes. Paradigmatic competition has been demonstrated to affect pronunciation variation (Cohen, 2014; Kuperman, Pluymaekers, Ernestus, & Baayen, 2007), and it seems plausible that it might also affect spelling variation. Competition might be particularly strong in highly segmentable words and might make such words difficult spelling targets. That is the opposite of what we observed here. However, competition as discussed in (Cohen, 2014; Kuperman et al., 2007) depends on several other factors (such as morphological family size). We consider the relationship between segmentability and competition to be an avenue worth exploring in future research.
Several patterns in our models, and several other variables that may have affected our results, merit closer inspection. In particular, we discuss here the effects of Base complexity, and Target bigram, i.e. the probability of the initial letter of the target suffix, given the final letter of the base, a variable that we believe reflects several distinct properties of letters, words, and sounds.

Base complexity

We suspected that morphological complexity of the base might affect spelling behavior, such that forms in which the target suffix follows a morphologically complex form might be easier to spell than forms in which the suffix attaches to a monomorphemic base. It will be observed that we are using the term ‘base’ somewhat loosely here: We suspected that complexity would play a role even in words like un-seasonable or un-sinkable, i.e. words in which the material preceding the suffix would not be considered the morphological base of the target suffix. There was partial support for this idea. There was no effect of base complexity for -ence, -ance or -ment, possibly because Base complexity is not independent of other variables (a fact that informed variable selection for each set of models): For -ment, for example, only six target words with bound roots contained complex bases. In the model of -ible and -able, however, complex bases were associated with fewer errors. Recall that -ible vs. -able did not differ from one another with respect to base complexity. Therefore, it appears unlikely that the effect of Base complexity was actually an effect of Suffix in disguise. Instead, we believe that base complexity promotes segmentability.

Why should base complexity be associated with higher segmentability? Recall that in multiply affixed words weak morphological boundaries tend to occur inside of strong boundaries (Hay & Baayen, 2002; Hay & Plag, 2004; Plag & Baayen, 2009; Zirkel, 2010). Our target words fall into two classes: Those in which another suffix precedes the target suffix (e.g. real-ize-able, diagonal-ize-able, classify-able) and those in which the target suffix is the only suffix, but which contain prefixes. In the former case, our target suffix has a stronger boundary than the preceding suffix. We are not aware of any studies that have tested the segmentability of prefix-suffix combinations. A priori, however, we note that there are two possible bracketings [Prefix-Base]-Suffix, and Prefix-[Base-Suffix] (though in many words, the bracketing is ambiguous). Given the parse [Prefix-Base]-Suffix, the same reasoning applies as with doubly suffixed bases: the target suffix has the strongest boundary that is present in the word. Only with the parse Prefix-[Base-Suffix] would the target suffix have a weaker boundary than the other affix present in the word. Thus, based on considerations of complexity-based ordering, in two out of three affix-configurations we would expect an enhanced tendency for segmentation for the target suffix.
To our knowledge, previous literature has been silent on effects of base complexity on behavioral measures such as lexical decision or reading times: There is a copious literature on affix ordering and other combinatorial properties of affixes, but far less information seems to be available on the effects of multiple affixation on recognition, reading, or writing. Processing effects of morphological boundaries have so far primarily been studied in words containing only one derivational affix. We believe that the effect of Base complexity underscores the need to study how multiply affixed words are processed.

Variant bigram probability

Turning now to the variant bigram probability, we take the effects of this variable to reflect at least three sets of factors: The first is that high-bigram-probability errors may ‘look right’, making errors harder to detect. The second is that the process of typing (or thumbing) may be routinized to a higher degree for high-probability bigrams than low-probability ones, making errors harder to avoid. The third set of factors concerns pronunciation: Some spelling variants, e.g. <legable>, <revocible>, and <diligance>, invite pronunciations that differ from those of their intended targets, e.g. <legible>, <revocable>, and <diligence>. In fact, we believe that many misspellings represent what one might term ‘pronunciation spellings’, a converse of ‘spelling pronunciations’. While the latter is an accepted term for non-standard pronunciations based on standard spellings (e.g. [maɪzd] for <misled>), ‘pronunciation spellings’ are non-standard spellings based on (standard or non-standard) pronunciation. We avoid the more familiar term ‘phonetic spelling’ here, as that term is typically applied in discussion of learning and development. The Tweets analyzed here do not generally give the impression that their authors were in the process of learning to write – or to spell, for that matter, despite the occasional non-standard spelling. The properties of letter combinations like <gi>, <ge> or <ci> vs. <ga> or <ca>, and their different pronunciations, serve as a reminder that the bigram probabilities in our data are not truly gradient – particularly because the set of base-final letters that occur with a given suffix is quite restricted in some cases. Before considering this point further, we wish to draw attention to a related issue, concerning the bigrams present in the standard spelling.

Target bigram probability

It is tempting to think that bigram probability of the target may index boundary strength associated with our target suffixes, consistent with previous work on transitional probabilities in speech perception (Hay, 2002, and references
therein), but we do not believe that the effects we observed should be attributed directly to these distributional properties. Instead, effects of target bigram probability likely arise for reasons that are analogous to those mentioned in connection with variant bigram probabilities. An additional complicating factors in the interpretation of target bigram probability is that the range of letters that may precede the standard spelling of a given suffix may be quite restricted: For example, <ible> only follows 9 distinct letters in our dataset, whereas <able> follows 22 distinct letters. We leave it to future research to determine the extent to which such regularities affect spelling in cases where a writer is uncertain of the standard spelling.

Table 14. Logistic regression model of -ible/-able misspellings, taking into account target and variant bigram probabilities

|                     | Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|---------------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)         | -1.3510  | 0.1941     | -6.96   | .0000    |
| Suffix              | 3.3789   | 0.4462     | 7.57    | .0000    |
| Base complexity     | -0.7832  | 0.2571     | -3.05   | .0023    |
| Target bigram       | -3.0493  | 2.8305     | -1.08   | .2813    |
| Variant bigram      | 6.6203   | 2.3937     | 2.77    | .0057    |
| Target frequency    | 0.6806   | 0.0781     | 8.71    | .0000    |
| Base frequency      | -0.1767  | 0.0502     | -3.52   | .0004    |
| Target bigram:Variant bigram | -184.5247 | 56.8764 | -3.24   | .0012    |
| Target frequency:Base frequency | 0.0819  | 0.0263 | 3.12    | .018     |

We fitted the model following the same procedure as before, i.e. starting with a model containing all predictors and using stepwise backward elimination. The resulting model is summarized in Table 14. Collinearity within the model appeared to be acceptably low: The highest (generalized) variance inflation factor,
of 1.96, was associated with the variant bigram probability. There was a significant interaction of the two bigram probabilities ($\beta=-184.525, p=0.001$). The interaction is visualized in Figure 2 for three sections of target bigram probability. As can be seen in the plot, the positive effect of variant bigram probability was strongest for words with low target bigram probabilities, attenuated for words with medium-range target bigram probabilities, and possibly reversed for high target bigram probabilities; the large confidence interval in the highest frequency range renders that last point inconclusive. This pattern suggests that high variant bigram probability can interfere with correct spelling unless high target bigram probability is also high. Stated informally, when standard spellings ‘look right’ to begin with, writers are less likely to deviate from the standard spelling. We further asked whether low (target) bigram probabilities tended to occur in infrequent words; if so, then the vulnerable state of low-probability target spellings might be a word frequency effect in disguise. That was not the case (Spearman’s rho = -0.01, n.s.). We refrained from entering both bigram probabilities into a model of -ance/-ence: Given the small number of word types for each bigram, such a model would almost certainly be overfitted.

Figure 2. Effect of variant bigram probability (see text) on spelling variation in -ible/-able words for three target bigram probability bands, from lowest (leftmost panel) to highest (rightmost)

The role of boundary strength in spelling variation

Our general hypothesis was that not only the presence, but also the strength of morphological boundaries would affect misspellings. One piece of evidence for this that we have not yet discussed concerns the differences among the spelling targets considered here: Not only are the suffixes -ible and -able difficult spelling targets, they also differ from one another in difficulty, unlike -ence/-ance. The direction of difference is consistent with the notion that stronger morphological boundaries facilitate standard spellings. By contrast, we did not find any evidence
for suffix-specific effects in words with -ence vs. -ance, which are also difficult spelling targets, but do not differ in boundary strength. We interpret this pattern as an indication that the differences in the behavior of -able/ible vs. -ence/-ance are indeed related to the difference in boundary strength in -able/ible, and the absence of such a difference in -ence/-ance. It remains to be seen whether this interpretation is correct: Our set of words with -ance/-ence was far smaller than the set of words with ible/able (n = 118 vs. n = 596, respectively), which may explain the absence of significant effects. The marginally significant effect of Base Type on the spelling of -ment may be another instance of an effect of boundary strength.

Our findings tie in with several strands of previous research on boundary strength. Nottbusch, Grimm, Weingarten, and Will (2005); Sahel et al. (2008) and Weingarten, Nottbusch, and Will (2004), for example, found that inter-keystroke intervals in typed productions of German noun compounds reflected lexical frequency, head frequency, semantic transparency, and relative (base-to-derived) frequency, i.e. variables that are associated with gradient morphological boundaries. The more general finding of misspellings reflecting morphological properties of words meshes well with research on inflectional affixes, specifically the work of Sandra (2010); Sandra and Fayol (2003); Sandra, Frisson, and Daems (1999, 2004); Schmitz et al. (2018) on patterns of misspellings in homophonous Dutch inflectional suffixes.

Limitations

We wished to focus specifically on effects of segmentability on legitimate suffixes, i.e. spellings representing suffixes in standard orthography. A corollary of our hypothesis, which we were unable to explore here, was that the lower segmentability of words in -ible vs. -able should make non-suffixal spellings of -ible words (e.g. <legibbel> or <plauzebble>) more likely than those of -able words (e.g. <washebble> or <portebell>). Broadening the current line of investigation to other spelling variants may also help clarify the extent to which if misspellings of suffixed words are due to morphological structure vs. factors like keyboard layout or screen responsiveness. The current study presents a case study, comparing a single pair of suffixes differing in boundary strength to a single other pair that does not, and to a single other suffix without a competitor. To properly evaluate the hypotheses we considered, the investigation has to extend to more affixes.

Another set of limitations has to do with the way Tweets are produced. The main advantage of Twitter as a source of data lies in the diversity of topics covered and in the fact that tweets are not generally subject to editorial review. However, Twitter data have several drawbacks: For example, some Twitter users
may be using auto-complete editors or spell checkers, both of which may filter out many patterns one might observe in uncorrected spelling behavior. Secondly, the mechanics of typing or swiping words differ for different input devices, meaning that different letters are adjacent to one another or conveniently reached on keyboards. Thirdly, Twitter users include native speakers of languages such as French or German, where cognates of English -ible/-able are phonetically clearly distinct from one another, considerably reducing the risk of substituting their written forms for one another.

Conclusion

Misspellings might not seem to be of particular interest to research on the mental lexicon because many orthographic errors are no doubt attributable to the physical environments of typing and hand-writing, such as keyboard layout, touchscreen responsiveness, tactile properties of keyboards, touchscreens, and pens (Crump & Logan, 2010; Deorowicz & Ciura, 2005). However, there is a substantial body of research demonstrating effects of typing and handwriting on stages of language production that precede planning and execution of motor movements (Delattre, Bonin, & Barry, 2006; Lambert, Kandel, Fayol, & Espéret, 2008; Roux, McKeef, Grosjacques, Afonso, & Kandel, 2013; Scaltritti, Arfé, Torrance, & Peressotti, 2016). Morphological boundaries and syllable boundaries have been the focus of several studies demonstrating that such boundaries affect handwriting and typing (Baus, Strijkers, & Costa, 2013; Bertram, Tønnessen, Strömqvist, Hyönä, & Niemi, 2015; Nottbusch et al., 2005; Roux et al., 2013; Sahel et al., 2008; Weingarten et al., 2004). There is also previous research arguing for misspellings of inflected forms as reflecting morphological representations (e.g. Sandra & Fayol, 2003; Sandra et al., 2004). We have argued that misspellings in English derivational suffixes similarly reflect lexical structure, in addition to the mechanics of keyboards or pens, in much the same way that pronunciation variation reflects lexical processing along with articulatory and acoustic aspects of speech production. In light of previous findings on the effects of spelling variability (both orthographically licensed and nonstandard variation) on reading (Falkauskas & Kuperman, 2015; Rahmanian & Kuperman, 2019), the case studies we presented here underscore the value of misspellings as a tool for understanding the processes underlying both writing and reading.
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